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Abstract

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are proven tools for finding disease genes, but it is often necessary to combine many cohorts into a meta-analysis to detect statistically significant genetic effects. Often the component studies are performed by different investigators on different populations, using different chips with minimal SNPs overlap. In some cases, raw data are not available for imputation so that only the genotyped SNP results can be used in meta-analysis. Even when SNP sets are comparable, different cohorts may have peak association signals at different SNPs within the same gene due to population differences in linkage disequilibrium or environmental interactions. We hypothesize that the power to detect statistical signals in these situations will improve by using a method that simultaneously meta-analyzes and smooths the signal over nearby markers. In this study we propose regionally smoothed meta-analysis (RSM) methods and compare their performance on real and simulated data.
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Introduction

Genome-wide association studies have popularly been used to map disease genes for human complex diseases. Large sample sizes are required to identify SNPs with moderate effect size. Though the number of GWAS has increased exponentially over the last decade, sample sizes of most of the individual studies are not large enough to identify SNPs with small to moderate effects. GWAS investigators have addressed this problem by integrating different
studies using meta-analysis to improve power, but there are a number of unresolved methodological issues in the proper application of these methods [Begum, et al. 2012].

One of the methodological challenges identified in Begum et al. [Begum, et al. 2012] was the need for a method for meta-analysis of studies that have been performed on different chips. When different genotyping platforms are used, there is often limited overlap between SNP sets. Even when different data sets are genotyped on the same chip, but in different laboratories, differing quality control processes can lead to non-matching SNP sets. The standard practice for GWAS meta-analysis is to impute the non-overlapping and missing SNPs in each study, but in some cases, raw data are unavailable so that imputation cannot be performed. Moreover, if imputation is performed in regions where one or more datasets has low information content (sparse SNPs), the meta-analysis can give false negative results because it treats the uninformative imputed data identically to the genotyped data. Thus imputation can actually be misleading if SNP sets do not match. In this study we propose a set of methods to improve performance by performing meta-analysis of GWAS with non-overlapping SNPs incorporating regional smoothing.

There are many methods in the literature for combining results of a single GWAS across windows or groups of SNPs. The usual motivation for these methods is to increase biological significance and/or decrease the multiple testing burden. Different types of genomic region based GWAS have been proposed, such as gene-based methods [Curtis, et al. 2008; Hibar, et al. 2011; Li, et al. 2009; Ma, et al. 2013], haplotype-based methods [Iliadis, et al. 2012; Lorenz, et al. 2010; Wan, et al. 2013], pathway-based methods [Kanehisa and Goto 2000; Li, et al. 2012; Yu, et al. 2009; Zhang and Drabier 2012] and genomic region-based methods [Lin, et al. 2012; Sha, et al. 2009; Tang, et al. 2009]. In addition, there have been window-based GWAS, which motivated us to propose the methods described in this paper. In window-based GWAS, different window types and sizes have been considered, such as non-overlapping fixed windows, overlapping sliding windows and overlapping variable sized sliding windows [Clayton and Jones 1999; Huang, et al. 2007; Mathias, et al. 2006; Tang, et al. 2009]. Most of the studies aimed to capture the LD structure in the windows in finding associated disease SNPs. Depending on the principal components of genotypes, some studies tried to find an optimal window size [Tang, et al. 2009]. Window-based GWAS methods have been used application, but there is no optimal solution for the window size question.

Our proposed regionally smoothed meta-analysis (RSM) methods work on genomic intervals genome-wide and provide the ranks of the genomic intervals depending on the significance level of the association as an output. We construct statistics in two stages. In the first stage, the whole genome is divided into fixed or sliding windows and we compute a summary of the window effect in each study individually. In the second stage, we then add an additional layer of meta-analysis to combine results for each window across. We consider varying window sizes and types as well as various methods for combining the results for the SNPs within the window.
Methods

First Stage

In the first stage we combine statistical evidence for association across SNPs within a regional window in a single GWAS study. We consider several different methods for doing this, most of which have been used before in similar methods. The standard gamble in choosing a method for combining evidence across SNPs is that some methods are more powerful to detect large effects of single SNPs (for example by choosing the smallest p-value in a window) and others are more powerful when there are several SNPs of smaller effect (for example by averaging across the window). Standard gene-based methods are often designed to detect the combination of multiple smaller effects (averaging-type statistics), but in our case we are somewhat more interested in single large effects (minimum p-value type statistics). The reason for this is that we are interested in the situation where there is a moderate-sized effect, but it may be evidenced in different SNPs in different studies. The SNP-combination methods we consider are described below.

(I) Fishers statistic (FS)—Fishers statistic is an averaging-type statistic that combines p-values by summing up the log scaled p-values and multiplying the sum by (−2), assuming that all the p-values are independent. Under the null hypothesis, this statistic follows a chi-square distribution with two times the number of studies as the degrees of freedom. The equation of Fishers statistic is given below:

\[ X^2 = -2 \sum_{i=1}^{k} \log(p_i) \sim \chi^2_{2k}, \]

where \( k \) is the number of studies to combine. In using this statistic to combine p-values for SNPs in a window, we know that the tests are not independent, so the asymptotic chi-square distribution does not hold. We use this statistic only as a scoring function, and do not assess statistical significance.

(II) Minimum p (MP)—To select the “best” p-value in a region, a widely used statistic is Tippet’s minimum p-value [Tippett. 1931], which is defined as

\[ X = \min_{1 < k < K} p_k \]

This statistic can be used directly as a scoring function, but we also consider the following.

(III) Derived Minimum p (DMP)—Tippet’s minimum p-value follows Beta (1;K) distribution under the null hypothesis. We used both the minimum p-value (above) and the p-value obtained from the Beta distribution as our summary statistics. Using the p-values obtained from the Beta distribution gives a statistic that can be interpreted as a p-value, which may behave more appropriately when used with our second-stage procedures.

(IV) Mean of log of p (MLP)—The other averaging-type statistic we considered is the arithmetic mean of the logarithm of the p-values in each window, which is given below:
Second Stage

In the second stage, our goal is to “sum” information across studies for each interval, so we use Fisher’s statistic to combine p-values obtained in first stage for each window. We apply it directly to each of the scoring functions defined above. This statistic clearly does not follow the usual chi-square distribution. It can be used as a scoring function for ranking intervals, or p-values can be assigned by permutation if desired. All the steps described above are presented in Figure 1.

Window Type and Size

In the first stage of the RSM method we considered two different types of windows: fixed window meta-analysis (FWM) and sliding window meta-analysis (SWM). In general, fixed windows run more risk of missing a signal if it is split between windows, but a sliding window approach is more computationally intensive. We experimented with different window sizes: 50k, 75k, 100k, 300k, and 500k. The choice of window size and sliding or not also depends on the first-stage statistic. If we use the minimum p-value statistics in the first stage, the window choices have much less effect than if we use the averaging-type statistics such as Fisher’s method or the mean log p-value.

Performance Measure of RSM Methods

It is important to note that we are not calculating correct p-values for any statistics. Instead we use the statistics only for ranking and focus on the ranks of the regions. This approach is tailored to the most common goal of genomic analysis, which is to achieve the most correct ranked list of results for follow-up analysis [Gail, et al. 2008a]. If one wanted to use these methods for hypothesis testing, permutation analysis would allow calculation of correct p-values.

Since we are applying these methods for ranking rather than for hypothesis testing, the performance needs to be judged based on the ranks each method produces. We consider a good procedure to be one that is able to put true-positive regions within the top 10 on a ranked list of regions (and the higher the better). It is also possible to calculate a positive prediction fraction [Gail, et al. 2008b] or other measure of ranking correctness.

Testing In Real Data

Methods

We applied this method to GWAS data for the phenotype of human meiotic recombination. This study included three populations: the Geneva Dental Caries Study (GDCS) [Shaffer, et al. 2011], the Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE) [Weiss LA 2008] and the Framingham Heart Study (FHS) [Dawber, et al. 1951]. The GDCS and AGRE samples were genotyped on the Illumina Human610-Quad Beadchip, and the FHS samples were genotyped on the Affymetrix 5.0 chip. GDCS and FHS genotype data are available at the...
National Center for Biotechnology Information database of Genotype and Phenotype (dbGaP). AGRE data are available at the science program of autism speaks database (https://research.agre.org/). After quality control, final analysis was limited to autosomes only and a total of 551,227 SNPs, 520,018 SNPs, and 388,060 SNPs from GDCS, AGRE and FHS respectively were used.

Two-generation nuclear pedigrees with two or more children were used for this study: 171 from GDCS, 737 from AGRE, and 654 from FHS. Genotype data on each family were used to score recombination for the parents. The parents were then used as the subjects for the GWAS analyses. Sample sizes of each study are presented in Figure 2.

Recombination events in each nuclear family were called according to the method described in Chowdhury et al. [Chowdhury, et al. 2009]. Briefly, the method is as follows. First, a set of informative markers was identified in each family. A locus is informative if one parent is homozygous and another is heterozygous. Among two or more children, one is considered as reference child, and in a sibling pair a switch from one allele to another allele in a particular parental haplotype as we move along the chromosome indicates a recombination in that parent with heterozygous allele. For more accurate estimation, we used 5 or more consecutive markers to call a recombination event.

For the current experiments, we chose three recombination phenotypes: average recombination count (ARC), hotspot percent (HS_PCT), and non-hotspot count (NHS_CNT). Average recombination count (ARC) of a parent is calculated as the total number of recombination events in all children divided by the number of children. Hotspot percent (HS_PCT) is the percent of recombination events in historical hotspot areas. Non-hotspot count (NHS_CNT) is the average of the recombination event counts in non-hotspot areas.

To identify genes or SNPs associated with different aspects of recombination, we conducted GWAS for each phenotype. We used PLINK (29) to conduct all GWAS using an additive genetic model. We used the linear regression option in PLINK for the association tests, as all of our phenotypes are continuous. Before performing GWAS, we cleaned the data following standard GWAS data cleaning pipeline.

Since two of the data sets are from same array, it is easy to use existing meta-analysis methods with the overlapping SNPs. Here we include all three of the data sets in order to test our meta-analysis methods. The advantage of these datasets for testing our methods is that they contain known true positives. There are several well-established recombination genes such as RNF212 and PRDM9 [Chowdhury, et al. 2009; Kong, et al. 2014], and we can use this dataset to test for our ability to find (highly-rank) those gene regions for various phenotypes. SNPs in RNF212 are known to be associated with total recombination, with those associations being somewhat different in males and females. SNPs in PRDM9 are known to be associated with recombination in historical hotspots in both males and females. That association is strongest for the phenotype HS_PCT, but can also be observed in count of recombination in hotspots (not included in this paper) and count of recombination outside of hotspots (NHS_CNT). We tested the ability of all of our methods (including variations on
methods such as window size) to highly rank (and thus detect) these region/phenotype combinations. Moreover, a known problem with these datasets is that the FHS dataset, genotyped on the Affymetrix 5.0 chip, does not have any SNPs in the PRDM9 gene, the gene that is highly associated with recombination in hotspots, so this provides a test of exactly the type of obstacle that we hope our method can overcome.

Results

Our first tested phenotype was HS_PCT and we looked at the rank of the PRDM9 gene. Performance of different methods is listed in Table 1. When we considered a smaller window size such as 50k, the gene was split in two windows. Ranks of the two intervals are then listed in the table. Sometimes due to the positioning of the window on the gene, it may split in two or more windows even if the windows are longer. The results showed that use of MP and DMP statistics in first stage performed very well irrespective of the window size. The MLP statistic performed worse with increasing window size. FS was also poorer with a bigger window size.

Our second phenotype of interest was NHS_CNT and we again looked at the ranks for the PRDM9 gene. This is a more challenging test for the methods than HS_PCT, because the effect size of the gene on this phenotype is smaller. Table 2 shows the ranks of the PRDM9 gene for different window sizes and for different statistics in different stages. The result showed that DMP statistics gave lowest (best) rank for the PRDM9 gene. In fact, only DMP performed well enough that the gene would be likely to be detected in a GWAS, although MP is close.

Table 3 shows the results for the RNF212 gene for the ARC phenotype. Again, the effect size is quite large and all methods perform well. FS was the best-performing method, followed by MP. Among the window sizes, 100k performed best.

Testing in simulated data

Methods

To evaluate and compare the performance of our proposed methods, we carried out a series of simulations. To test the power, type I error, and computation time of our methods, we performed two simulations: one on synthetic data and the other on permuted data of real GWAS. In the synthetic data, we applied both fixed window and sliding window methods and compared computation time in different settings. In the permuted real data, in addition to investigating comparative performance of our methods, we looked at the proportion of times truly identified the true signal among multiple replications. Both of the simulation schemes are explained below.

Synthetic data

Data generation—We generated five GWAS datasets. For each dataset, we first simulated genome-wide p-values under the null hypothesis of no genome wide association. To simulate true positive regions, we substituted corresponding segments from our null data sets with 500kb and 150kb true positive regions from two real GWAS data sets. Details of
the simulated data sets are presented in the supplementary document. Once the five datasets were generated, we randomly dropped SNPs from each of the five according to the scheme described in the supplement in order to mimic the effect of having different SNP sets in each dataset. To compare our proposed methods, we tracked the rank of the truly associated regions, and the time required to complete the analysis in each method.

**Results**—We tested both fixed window and sliding window methods and all four statistics choices in the first stage of the RSM method. We recorded the rank of the positively associated two regions (the one with minimum p-value is assigned the highest rank). The rankings of these two positively associated regions, as obtained using different methods, are listed in Table S1. When we considered a smaller window size such as 50k, the regions were split into more windows. The results show that use of FS, MP and DMP statistics in the first stage performed very well irrespective of the window size. The MLP statistic performed worse for smaller window size compared to larger window size and overall, compared to other methods. Similarly for the sliding window method, region one was detected by all methods since the association was stronger and the LD block was larger compared to the region two. The region two was also detected by FS, MP and DMP as a first or 2\textsuperscript{nd} rank which is better than the performance of MLP irrespective of the window size.

**Computation Time**—The computation time for RSM depends on several factors. There were 4 statistics to choose in the first stage and 5 window sizes totaling 20 possible methods. To get a comparative computation time assessment, we assigned the methods to twenty different nodes each with 50GB memory in a high performance cluster; one method for each node. The computation can also be performed on a computer with lower memory size (e.g. laptops with 8GB memory). Computation time for all 20 cases using fixed window and sliding window is listed in the supplementary document (Table S1 and Table S2). Irrespective of window size, the FS statistic took the maximum time. The MLP statistic took the minimum time. Time decreased proportionately with the window size.

**Permuted real data**

**Data generation**—We selected one phenotype from our original recombination data sets. We varied the number of studies to be included in the meta-analysis between two to six GWAS in each meta-analysis, as presented in Table S5. We considered 50 replicates of such meta-analyses. We randomly selected the percentage of SNPs in each dataset we would include in each of the replications. The complete simulation scheme is described in Table S6.

**Results**—We tested all four statistics (FS, MP, DMP and MLP) for fixed windows and looked at the rank of the known gene on chromosome 5. Results of 50 replications are presented in Table 4. Among the 4 statistics, DMP worked best irrespective of the window sizes, followed by MP. MLP worked better for smaller window size and FS worked better for 100k window size. Overall, DMP and MP performed better than MLP and FS.
Discussion

In this study we demonstrated that GWAS results can successfully be combined across studies with disparate SNP sets using a two-stage smoothing and meta-analysis procedure. We considered different methods for the smoothing stage and different window types and sizes. The performances of the methods were compared on simulated data set as well as on three phenotypes in real datasets.

We tested four different statistics for the first stage. FS and MLP are statistics that more or less sum or average results across SNPs, while MP and DMP choose the best p-value in each window. Results on real data show that MP worked best across phenotypes, even when the effect size was relatively smaller such as the association between NHS_CNT and PRDM9. For PRDM9 and RNF212, window size 100k worked best. But in general which window size will perform best will also depend on the linkage disequilibrium (LD) blocks or gene size. A window size that can capture the whole gene or LD block may yield lowest rank.

In our synthetic simulated data, we demonstrated that FS, DMP, and MP all perform well. This may be because these simulated data sets are different than our real data sets in the null regions. In particular, the synthetic dataset has no linkage disequilibrium in the null regions. To overcome this limitation, we considered simulation based on permuted real data. The permuted real data showed that DMP worked best in general followed by MP.

The choice of fixed window vs. sliding window and the choice of smoothing statistics are linked. If we choose MP or DMP in the first stage, it may not necessary to choose sliding window. Instead window size choice will be critical. Program run time for fixed windows is faster than for sliding windows, so this is a further advantage to these methods. The first stage is much more computationally intensive than the second stage. Computing time in the first stage varies greatly among the choices of window sizes. Smaller window size and smaller size of increments takes longer time compared to the larger window size and larger size of increments in sliding window method.

In the second stage we showed results for FS only. We also investigated the adaptively weighted statistic (AWS), which is computationally more challenging. The AWS [Li 2011] uses optimal weights for each study and is defined by $X = \min_{w \in W} p_U(u(W))$, where $w$ is the weight and $u(w)$ is the observed statistic for the weight function $U(w) = - \sum_{i=1}^{k} w_i \log(p_k)$ and $W = \{ w | w_i \in \{0,1\} \}$. Compared to FS, AWS provides better power for a range of alternative hypotheses. This method might be useful in the second stage if computational limitations can be overcome.

In summary, computational time will vary based on the number of studies and choice of window sizes, choice of methods in first and second stages and window types. With regard to sliding windows vs. fixed, sliding will always have a statistical advantage, because it avoids the problem of accidentally splitting a signal in half (as in our real data example), but fixed windows may be preferable for computational reasons. Meta analysis of less than ten studies, fixed window method can be done in regular PCs. But more than 10 studies and sliding window will make the computation time consuming, but use of high performance
computing facilities can resolve that problem very easily. Using MP statistic in the first stage with 100k-window size and fixed window method could be a starting place.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Steps of the RSM methods.
Figure 2.
Sample size distribution of different studies.
Table 1

Ranks of *PRDM9* gene for HS_PCT phenotype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Window size</th>
<th>50k</th>
<th>75k</th>
<th>100k</th>
<th>300k</th>
<th>500k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum p (MP)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived minimum p (DMP)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of log of p (MLP)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ranks of the two windows into which the gene was split
Table 2

Ranks of PRDM9 gene for NHS_CNT phenotype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Window size</th>
<th>50k</th>
<th>75k</th>
<th>100k</th>
<th>300k</th>
<th>500k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum p (MP)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived minimum p (DMP)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of log of p (MLP)</td>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Ranks of *RNF212* gene for ARC phenotype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Window size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Stage</td>
<td>Second Stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishers statistics (FS)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum p (MP)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived minimum p (DMP)</td>
<td>4,6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of log of p (MLP)</td>
<td>2,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ranks of the two windows into which the gene was split
Table 4
Simulation scheme 2 results of 50 replications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window size</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>FS_FS</th>
<th>MP_FS</th>
<th>DMP_FS</th>
<th>MLP_FS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50k window size</td>
<td>True positive as top hit</td>
<td>11/50 (22%)</td>
<td>34/50 (68%)</td>
<td>38/50 (76%)</td>
<td>30/50 (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True positive among top ten hits</td>
<td>27/50 (54%)</td>
<td>45/50 (90%)</td>
<td>48/50 (96%)</td>
<td>41/50 (82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k window size</td>
<td>True positive as top hit</td>
<td>15/50 (30%)</td>
<td>35/50 (70%)</td>
<td>40/50 (80%)</td>
<td>15/50 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True positive among top ten hits</td>
<td>32/50 (64%)</td>
<td>39/50 (78%)</td>
<td>44/50 (88%)</td>
<td>31/50 (62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300k window size</td>
<td>True positive as top hit</td>
<td>0/50 (0%)</td>
<td>35/50 (70%)</td>
<td>39/50 (78%)</td>
<td>1/50 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True positive among top ten hits</td>
<td>24/50 (48%)</td>
<td>42/50 (84%)</td>
<td>45/50 (90%)</td>
<td>14/50 (28%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>